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Versatile and personal... 
Suiting up with the style of your bedroom, Span Wardrobe offers a solution for all your needs thanks to its 
maximum capacity. Sliding door system eliminates the opening space of doors and allows you to save from 
space. It offers a wardrobe system that fits best to your space thanks to its modularity and makes the best of its 
storage function! You can also prefer wooden or glass shelves for Span Wardrobe, which eliminates the need to 
have an additional mirror thanks to its mirror doors. You can both add a different ambiance to your area and 
reach your goods easily by choosing a lighting system that operates by movement sensor in the shelves of Span 
Wardrobe, the interior compartments of which can be designed according to your personal preferences. 
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You can arrange the interior space of Span Wardrobe, which offers several drawer and shelf options designed in different styles, in any way 
you want and make it suitable for your daily needs. In order to sustain structural stability, you may fix it to a wall and at least one shelf needs to be 
used inside these wardrobes. 
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